Dealing with uncertainty is key in socio-hydrological analysis. As such, thinking through what uncertainties mean for whom and when is key. This discussion contribution introduces three issues related to defining uncertainties. The first issue deals with the problem of defining uncertainty as a given external reality. The second issue deals with who decides about relevant uncertainties. The third issue deals with the issue whether coupled human-hydrological systems can be seen as existing on their own. Finally, the text provides two examples of hydrological research that try to be explicit about our dealing with multiple (interpretations of) realities. Socio-hydrology is a field still aiming to define itself. Several scholars in this emerging field propose that socio-hydrology entails a new science that combines physical and social sciences. As I think that combining the physical and the social may be new within hydrology, but not in long-existing fields like complexity sciences or archaeology, I would defend a different view on socio-hydrology. For me, the main -and highly exciting -idea of socio-hydrology is that hydrology should move to emerging models of water flows, with parametrizations that update themselves in part because of human agency. In this view, socio-hydrology would not relate humans to hydrology, but incorporate effects of human interventions in the models.
Socio-hydrology is a field still aiming to define itself. Several scholars in this emerging field propose that socio-hydrology entails a new science that combines physical and social sciences. As I think that combining the physical and the social may be new within hydrology, but not in long-existing fields like complexity sciences or archaeology, I would defend a different view on socio-hydrology. For me, the main -and highly exciting -idea of socio-hydrology is that hydrology should move to emerging models of water flows, with parametrizations that update themselves in part because of human agency. In this view, socio-hydrology would not relate humans to hydrology, but incorporate effects of human interventions in the models.
Attempts to deal with (different types of) uncertainty in hydrological analysis -whether with humans or notwould benefit from a well-thought approach to what uncertainties mean for whom and when. Therefore, the paper by Westerberg and colleagues (Westerberg et al. 2017) addresses an issue of high relevance for the sociohydrological field. Actually, because of the framing within socio-hydrology, the paper opens up new debates on an old term: uncertainty.
The many questions that the authors pose in their Therefore, let it be clear that I welcome this direction in the debate on uncertainty. I appreciate the systematic identification of relations and narratives on uncertainty. Nevertheless, there are three related points I would like to address. After introducing these three issues, I will elaborate on why I think this is a problematic position and offer two examples from my own work to show how I try to deal with those issues.
(1) The first issue deals with the framing of the three sets of questions in Table 1 (Westerberg et al. 2017 (Westerberg et al. , p. 1707 . Even though the "framing of the research problem" is explicitly asked for in the first set of questions that "identify uncertainty" and the "relative importance of the different uncertainty sources […] from the perspective of different scientists and stakeholders" enters the debate in the CONTACT Maurits W. Ertsen m.w.ertsen@tudelft.nl *Westerberg, I.K., Di Baldassarre, G., Beven, K.J., Coxon, G., and Krueger, T., 2017. "Perceptual models of uncertainty for socio-hydrological systems: a flood risk change example", Hydrological Sciences Journal, 62 (11), 1705-1713. doi:10.1080/02626667.2017.1356926 HYDROLOGICAL SCIENCES JOURNAL 2018 , VOL. 63, NOS. 13-14, 1998 -2000 https://doi.org/10.1080 /02626667.2018 third set of questions on "defining uncertainty", the central concept we discuss, "uncertainty" itself, appears to be a neutral entity. We may be able to define uncertainty in different ways, we may even disagree on its relative importance, but the terminology by Westerberg and (2017) provides research from the water domain exactly on this issue. She shows that expertise is relative to a specific field and to other actors. Who is a "scientist" or a "stakeholder" is not automatically given. (3) The third issue is closely related, as the authors appear to (implicitly) defend a position that coupled human-hydrological systems exist on their own as well. I am not even sure that that idea is unreasonable in itself, but I would like to suggest that thinking along those lines does not really help us. Even when we accept reality to exist, we are still the ones that define it in our daily practices as stakeholder, scientist or parent. That does not entail that all claims on what may count as real are equally valid, but it should mean that we cannot use external nature -or socio-nature for that matter -as the referee for our own claims.
In my own work, I struggle with the same issues. Obviously, my students and I are not continuously breaking our heads on heavy, philosophical issues about truth and representation -even though we might engage with these questions more than the average hydrologist. Nevertheless, we strive to be explicit about our dealing with multiple (interpretations of) realities.
In Pramana and Ertsen (2016) , we suggest an approach that can deal with a continuously shifting hydrological reality. Many small-scale water-related interventions are accompanied by hydrological research, but that research is continuously changed because of changes in the intervention itself. In this particular paper, we propose a systematic planning approach for hydrological research that is based on dealing with possible surprises and actions -to cope with changes -and cost-benefit analysis -to value those changes.
A second example is a project with my PhD student Juan Carlo Intriago, start-up aQysta and colleague Jan Carel Diehl of the TU Delft Industrial Design department. The project aims to define possible applications of so-called Integrated Turbine Pumps in agriculture (https://www.tudelft.nl/en/ceg/ research/stories-of-science/the-self-reliant-irrigationpump-a-fine-mess/). Our starting position is that new technology is never used exactly in the way its designers envisaged. This need not be a problem, quite the contrary. Smartphones, originally developed for business people, are now widely used in developing countries. In line with my other example, we aim to compare different regions systematically, in order to unravel the complexities of the whole process while putting the experiences of the users on the ground centre stage.
Apart from being systematic on negotiations of meanings, processes, technologies and hydrology, I am afraid that I have no further solution to offer yet. Not having a solution, however, does not mean that we should not challenge Westerberg and colleagues -and the hydrological community in general -to consider what uncertainty analysis means once we assume that one cannot project the "hydrological" as a "material world" outside of oneself (Latour 2013, p. 98) . Based on the idea that we cannot study material entities independently of what human agents do or think, our work is based on two interdependent negotiations. First, hydrology is continuously (re)shaped through interactions -negotiationsby agents of different kinds (soils, water particles, elephants, humans, dams, etc.). Second, in our research we mobilize a selection of those agents in a specific way within a negotiation process between our peers, datasets, models, etc.
Negotiating the meaning of (socio-)nature, for example in hydrology, therefore would not only deal with the negotiations between humans and nonhumans that co-shaped the hydrology we aim to clarify, but also the negotiations on how we as scholars in the present choose to study that same hydrology and its associated uncertainties. We may (not) know facts, but those (unknown) facts cannot exist on their own anyway. Meaning is mobilized within different and varied perspectives (see for example the concept of "Fields of Sense" or "Sinnfelder" discussed by Gabriel 2013) . As much as "the world" may not exist (as nothing exists on its own), uncertainty may not simply be uncertainit may not exist. Precisely because of this non-existence of uncertainty in hydrology, water scholars should try to define and capture it as precisely as possible. The paper by Westenberg and colleagues helps the hydrological community in doing exactly that.
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